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 DLF GOLF ACADEMY PROGRAMS 2020-21 

(FOR NON-MEMBERS OF THE DLF G&CC)   
    

 45-DAY PROGRAM

 * A program designed as a 'Refresher Program' for those who play Golf;
    or an 'Initiation Program' for those looking to start
 * Comprises of 15-Golf lessons of 30-minutes each / 3-Fitness lessons of 45-minutes each
 * Individual one-on-one lessons to be taken at the student's convenience
 * Once allotted, the same Instructor will take the entire program
 * Lesson schedule for the Refresher Program to be decided with the Instructor 

 Fee: Rs. 42,000/- (Senior Instructor); Rs. 60,000/- (Senior Professional);
Rs. 66,000/- (Director/Head Professional) 

 
 3-MONTH PROGRAM

 * A program designed to help students learn all aspects of the game
 * Comprises of 18-lessons of 30-minutes each 
 * Individual one-on-one lessons to be taken at the student's convenience
 * Once allotted, the same Instructor will take the entire program
 * Lesson schedule for the Program to be decided with the Instructor 

 Fee: Rs. 45,000/- (Senior Instructor); Rs. 66,000/- (Senior Professional);
Rs. 72,000/- (Director/Head Professional)  

 
 6-MONTH PROGRAM

 * A program designed to take a Beginner through comprehensive learning on all aspects of the game
 * Comprises of 36-lessons of 30-minutes each
 * Individual one-on-one lessons to be taken at the student's convenience
 * Once allotted, the same Instructor will take the entire program
 * Course lessons, if suggested will be taken by the Course Instructors     

Fee: Rs. 75,000/- (Senior Instructor);  Rs. 1,23,000/- (Senior Professional);
Rs. 1,35,000/- (Director/Head Professional) 

      
   *  GST of 18% is applicable on the above fees
 *  The programs require the students to pay a refundable deposit of Rs. 5,000/- for availing signing facility at 
        the Academy    
 *  Green Fee / Caddie Fee for on-course instruction are levied separately
 *  A charge of Rs. 4,000/- per month (Inclusive of GST) will be levied for unlimited rental ball usage  
     for the duration of the program 
 *  For more details and enrolment contact us on: +91 124 4525246 or e-mail on info@kbgolf.in 

The DLF Golf Academy is managed by

Course Lessons Policy:
* Course lessons, if advised, will be in a group. Each 9-hole Course lesson will be equal to 2-lesson  
   credits. If taken individually, a Course lesson will be equal to 4-lesson credits 

Cancellation Policy:
* Lessons may be cancelled up to 4-hours in advance


